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A MODERN APPROACH TO PATIENT TREATMENT

American Board of Dermatology

Catering to a patient population that is becoming increasingly savvy with social media, Dr. Dele-Michael
frequently treats patients who bring in pictures of themselves and comment that they don’t like what
they see. “A lot of my patients are using digital methods to communicate with friends, family and even
colleagues,” she says. “They are able to see what their facial expressions look like as they are
communicating and aren’t satisfied with them—maybe they’ve developed what looks like an angry scowl
or they have a divot they want to fill out. It’s not necessarily static wrinkles nowadays, but more dynamic
lines that they want to soften. We have access to a vast variety of noninvasive and minimally invasive
treatments that have the power to ease these concerns with little to no downtime and excellent results.”

WHAT IS THE OVERALL
GOAL OF YOUR PRACTICE?

Our goal is to provide tailored
dermatologic care to our patients—
it’s not a one-size-fits-all approach.
We spend a lot of one-on-one time
listening to our patients so that
we can clearly understand their
needs and develop goals that are
achievable so they will be happy.

HOW DO YOU APPROACH FACIAL
REJUVENATION USING FILLERS?

My patients most often tell me that
they don’t want to look different,
but that they want to look their best.
When rejuvenating the face using
fillers, I pay special attention to the
patient during the procedure to be sure
they are comfortable with the changes.
I am always aiming to deliver the
beautiful, natural-looking result
that the patient wants.

DR. ADEBOLA

DELE-MICHAEL
QUICK AND EFFECTIVE
PROCEDURES
One of Dr. Dele-Michael’s gifts is that she can study a person’s skin and know right away which areas or issues need to be addressed.
“I can’t always explain it to people, but my skills and expertise in dermatology have made it clear to me that this profession is what
I was made to do,” she says. “To give my patients the quality of care and full spectrum of services they deserve, we offer everything
from different types of chemical peels and a range of aesthetic injectables to a variety of lasers for hair removal, rejuvenation of fine
lines and wrinkles, acne scarring, tattoo removal and more. Patients really enjoy the results of these quick, effective procedures.”

“WHEN YOU REALLY LOVE WHAT YOU DO, IT DOESN’T FEEL LIKE WORK”

ABOUT ADEBOLA DELE-MICHAEL, MD, FAAD
WITH TWO EASILY ACCESSIBLE OFFICES LOCATED NEAR CENTRAL

SERVICES
Botox
Dermal Fillers
Facial Rejuvenation
Fraxel®
General Dermatology
Hair Restoration
Injectables
Laser Hair Removal
Laser Resurfacing
Laser Surgery
®

WHICH TYPE OF PATIENT DOES
YOUR PRACTICE CATER TO?
We offer services that cater to the
entire family, but we most often treat
working professionals, including
busy moms and aging adults. These
individuals are conscious about the
way they look and want to make sure
they’re projecting the best images
of themselves while also preserving
their youth as long as possible.

PARK IN NEW YORK CITY, DR. DELE-MICHAEL’S COMFORTABLE
Removal (Moles, Skin
Tags, Birthmarks and
Other Lesions)
Scar Revision
Sclerotherapy (Vein
Treatment)
Skin Cancer Surgery
Skin Care
Skin Peels
Tattoo Removal

PRACTICE ENVIRONMENTS MAKE PATIENTS FEEL RELAXED
KNOWING THAT THEIR SKIN AND HEALTH IS IN GOOD HANDS.
A MEMBER OF THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF DERMATOLOGY
AND EDUCATOR AT MOUNT SINAI SCHOOL OF MEDICINE, DR.
DELE-MICHAEL DELIVERS RESULTS THAT MAKE PATIENTS LOOK
AND FEEL LIKE THE BEST VERSIONS OF THEMSELVES.

HOW DO YOU HELP EDUCATE THE
PUBLIC ABOUT YOUR FIELD?
I serve as a member of the
Media Relations Work Group
for the American Society of
Dermatologic Surgery (ASDS),
which involves educating the
public on the different types of
invasive and surgical procedures
that many dermatologists are
certified to perform.
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HOW DOES THE SKIN
REFLECT OVERALL HEALTH?
A balanced diet and exercise
is so important because when
you’re healthy, your skin will
glow. The skin, hair and nails
serve as windows to the internal
organs and reflect the total
health of the body. They can tell
us a lot about what’s happening
to a patient internally.

HOW DO YOU SPEND YOUR TIME
WHEN YOU’RE NOT WORKING?
I love spending time with my
son and my husband, whether
it’s hanging out at the park,
traveling or trying a new
restaurant. There are endless
things to see and do in New York
City and I discover something
new every time I go out.

To learn more about the practice visit
radiantskinnyc.com
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